Infographics Anticipation Guide

Directions:

Before the instruction
In the space to the left of each statement, place a check mark if you agree or think the statement is true.

After the instruction
Add new check marks or cross out those about which you have changed your mind. You may have to “infer” or read-between-the-lines. Use the space under each statement to note any supporting ideas or evidence from instruction to support your thinking. Remember: There could continue to be debate on any of these statements based on well-provided evidence!

_____ 1. Infographics do not need to cite their source(s) because they are usually accompanied by an article of some type. (Step 1 and 4)

_____ 2. Infographics are supposed to be visually appealing, regardless of whether or not they contain newsworthy or accurate information; the main goal is to attract the eye of the reader. (Step 3 and 4)

_____ 3. Infographics are becoming less used in journalism today, where the emphasis is much more on multimedia. (Step 1 and 4)

_____ 4. Infographics still have to follow Associated Press style and rules for good grammar, spelling, and punctuation. (Step 3 and 4)

_____ 5. The infographic must relate heavily to the ideas in the article which it accompanies. (Step 1)